
Paint something great!

Artificial Intelligence-based photo painting

®New to digital art? Start your creative journey with Painter  

™Essentials  7, the best painting software for beginners to explore 

and expand artistic curiosity using impressive, easy-to-learn tools. 

Dabble in original AI-based photo art or experiment with blank 
®canvas painting using highly responsive Natural-Media  brushes. 

Experience a realistic painting environment packed with one-of-a-

kind media types and brushes, a performance-enhanced interface, 

and industry-acclaimed painting tools for standout results.



®Natural-Media  that mimics traditional
Immerse yourself in an industry-acclaimed 

collection of Natural-Media brushes and canvas 

textures. Craft your masterpiece with stunning 

reality using authentic dry and wet media.

Amazing auto-painting 
Turn your photos into eye-catching paintings 

with one click. Auto-painting lets you choose an 

AI or SmartStroke™ style and watch your photo 

painting come alive, stroke by stroke.  

Simply clone your images by turning on Tracing 

Paper and dipping your brush directly into the 

photo using the Clone Color from source 

image or any color you choose.

Intuitive user interface
An uncomplicated UI built for beginners allows 

you to select a dark or light interface with all the 

tools and brushes you need at the ready. 

Tracing and cloning 

Signature Painter media types
Create out-of-this-world art with particles that 

spring, flow and glow, visionary Pattern Pens that 

command attention, and Image Hoses that add 

that special pop to your work.

Who’s it for?

Use powerful AI auto-painting and Cloning 

tools to paint photos and produce visually 

stunning keepsakes and sellable works of 

photo art. 

Beginner digital artists
Take advantage of Essentials’ comfortable 

interface and streamlined brushes and tools 

that allow a new artist to experiment with a 

wide variety of media.

Photographers

Why choose Painter Essentials 7?
Valuable symmetry tools 

Essentials manages memory-intensive operations, 

such as working on large canvases, scrubby 

zooming, rotating, working with layers and 

brushing, all at top speed. 

Preserve colors and layers with ease when 

transferring files between Photoshop and Essentials 

while working on either a 64-bit Mac or PC. 

When painting with a drawing tablet, you will have 

full, pressure-sensitive control of every brush, 

allowing you to recreate the look and sensation of 

painting with traditional media. 

Built-in learning 

Incredible speed 

Ultimate flexibility  

As soon as you launch the Essentials application, 

the intuitive Welcome Book will greet you with 

helpful tutorials and workflow tips. 

Drawing tablet compatibility

Paint in perfect symmetry with Mirror painting and 

create beautiful Mandalas using the 

Kaleidoscope tool. 
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Impressive new features

Dab Stencils knock out areas of a brush so that 

textures take center stage. Dynamic Speckles is 

a brush category that generates lively multi-

colored strokes, and Glazing brush opacity 

builds up smoothly along the brushstroke 

allowing you to masterfully blend colors.

NEW Brush Technology

Convert your favorite photos into paintings 

using neural networking and the strength of 

Painter’s brush engine! Choose from an 

impressive range of AI styles for photo painting, 

including Bold Watercolor, Colored Pencil, 

Colorful Dabs, Impressionist, Smooth Acrylic, 

Van Gogh, Watercolor Portrait, and 

Charcoal Drawing.

NEW Artificial Intelligence-based 

photo painting

ENHANCED Performance
Essentials can easily manage memory-intensive 

operations, such as working on large canvases, 

scrubby zooming, rotating and working with 

enhanced layers, all at top speed.

NEW User Interface updates
A sleek dark UI with tool highlighting, a 

streamlined Property Bar, plus redesigned 

application icons and brush previews make things 

easier on the eyes, simple to understand, and 

more efficient to use.

NEW Media content
Enjoy a library of Flow Map textures to add 

dramatic dimension to your paintings, and 

choose from a library of Image Hose Nozzles 

to artfully spray on canvas.  

Artist Name

Competitive
Advantages of
Painter Essentials 7

Ÿ Affordable non-subscription purchase 

includes a perpetual license

Ÿ Unmatched photo-painting tools 

include unique Artificial Intelligence 

based photo painting to easily turn 

photos into masterpieces

Ÿ One-of-a-kind brush categories that 

you will only find in Painter including 

Particles, Dynamic Speckles, Dab 

Stencils, F-X, Pattern Pens and more

®
Ÿ World’s most realistic Natural-Media  

emulation and time-tested technology

Ÿ Robust selection of FREE learning 

content to get artists started including 

FREE webinars: 

learn.corel.com/painting-

tutorials/painter-essentials-tutorials/

Don
Seegmiller
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For more information, or to try
Painter Essentials 7 for free, contact
your local reseller or visit
www.painterartist.com

System Requirements

! Intel Core 2 Duo

! 2 GB RAM (8 GB RAM or higher recommended)

Mac
! macOS 10.15, 10.14 or 10.13, with the 

latest revision

! 4 physical cores

(8 logical cores or higher recommended)

! 1.6 GB hard disk space for application files 

(Solid-state drive recommended)

! 1280 x 800 @ 100% screen resolution

(1920 x 1200 @ 150% or higher recommended)

! Mouse or tablet

! DVD drive (required for box installation)

! To activate your product, you must connect to the 

Internet and register it first

Windows

! To activate your product, you must connect to 

the Internet and register it first

! Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 or higher, with 

the latest updates

! DVD drive (required for box installation)

! 2 GB RAM (8 GB RAM or higher recommended)

! 1280 x 800 @ 100%  (or higher) screen resolution

! 2.8 GB hard disk space for application files**

! 1920 x 1200 @ 150% (or higher) (recommended)

! Mouse or tablet

! Solid-state drive (recommended)

! Windows 10* (64-Bit) or Windows 7 (64-Bit), 

with the latest updates

! 4 physical cores/8 logical cores or higher 

(recommended)

! AVX2 instruction set support (recommended)

! Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon 64 X2 processor

* Versions 1803, 1809 and 1903 of Windows 10 are

 supported as well as versions that will be released 

** Additional space may be required for Microsoft .NET      

  Framework 4.7.

 during the life cycle of Painter Essentials 7.
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